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Advanced Windows Debugging (The Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
“Who says you can’t bottle experience? Between these covers is a wealth of information: a clear, logical approach to finding and eliminating bugs. This is an absolute must-have book for anyone who develops, tests, or supports software for Microsoft Windows.”
-- Bob Wilton, Escalation Engineer, Critical...


		

Professional SharePoint 2007 Design (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Design
 Take your SharePoint site design to the next level by exploiting the powerful set of tools that SharePoint 2007 offers. Focused purely on the topic of design as it relates to SharePoint 2007, this book arms you with the knowledge you will need to create unique and dynamic...


		

Liferay Portal 5.2 Systems DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Liferay portal is one of the most mature portal frameworks in the market, offering many key business benefits that involve personalization, customization, and workflow. If you are a Java developer who wants to build custom web sites and intranet applications using Liferay portal, this is where your search ends.
This book shows how Java...






		

Agile Application Security: Enabling Security in a Continuous Delivery PipelineO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Agile continues to be the most adopted software development methodology among organizations worldwide, but it generally hasn't integrated well with traditional security management techniques. And most security professionals aren’t up to speed in their understanding and experience of agile development. To help bridge the...



		

Programmer's Ultimate Security DeskRefSyngress Publishing, 2004
The Programmer's Ultimate Security DeskRef is the only complete desk reference covering multiple languages and their inherent security issues. It will serve as the programming encyclopedia for almost every major language in use. While there are many books starting to address the broad subject of security best practices within the software...

		

Agile ALM: Lightweight tools and Agile strategiesManning Publications, 2011

	Welcome to Agile ALM. This book has three main goals. The first is to describe Agile
	Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) in practical terms and to provide a plan for
	rolling out Agile strategies and best-of-breed tools. The second purpose is to explain
	how to create ALM toolboxes based on standard tools used in advanced, real-world...






		

Gradle Beyond the BasicsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you’re familiar with Gradle’s basics elements—possibly through the author’s previous O’Reilly book, Building and Testing with Gradle—this more advanced guide provides the recipes, techniques, and syntax to help you master this build automation tool. With clear, concise explanations and...



		

Software Security : Building Security InAddison Wesley, 2006
Beginning where the best-selling book Building Secure Software left off, Software Security teaches you how to put software security into practice.The software security best practices, or touchpoints, described in this book have...


		

Architecting Secure Software SystemsAuerbach Publications, 2008
Through the use of examples, this volume defines a myriad of security vulnerabilities and their resultant threats. It details how to do a security requirement analysis and outlines the security development lifecycle. The authors examine security architectures and threat countermeasures for UNIX, .NET, Java, mobile, and Web environments, and they...





		

Getting Started with Oracle BPM Suite 11gR1 - A Hands-On TutorialPackt Publishing, 2010

	This fully illustrated step-by-step tutorial is based on proven training content that has been highly praised by hundreds of developers in product training courses given as part of the BPM Suite 11g rollout. You will learn how to build a business process application project iteratively with each chapter introducing new technology components...


		

Beginning React: Simplify your frontend development workflow and enhance the user experience of your applications with ReactPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Take your web applications to a whole new level with efficient, component-based UIs that deliver cutting-edge interactivity and performance.

	
		Key Features

		
			Elaborately explains basics before introducing advanced topics
	
			Explains creating and managing the state of components...




		

Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation 4.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Windows Workflow Foundation 4.0 (WF) is a significant part of .NET Framework 4.0. WF makes workflow technology available to every single programmer that uses the .NET Framework 4.0. It is easy to create long running and distributed programs using WF with the right knowledge. With this book, you will discover that working with workflows is...
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